framework for dealing with complex issues for the urban ecosystem research; it, most importantly, also provided a novel system regulation theory with his bio鄄cybernetic approach; in addition, it also provided a series of easy鄄to鄄use systematic analysis tools, which enriched the existing analysis methods. However, it also had some limitations. Specifically, the model itself wasn忆t perfect and just stated the concepts and framework, still stuck in the stage of paradigm description; the bio鄄 cybernetics view was with a certain degree of naturalistic bias, and may not be entirely suitable for the urban ecosystem; it should be noted that the model have not been widely used in the world in the three decades of the model developed, in despite of its strong academic value and the potential for practical application, because of Professor Vester rarely writing in English and communicating with other scholars in other languages. These experiences and lessons learned provide valuable inspiration for the future modeling work of urban ecosystems. The sensitivity model is equivalent to providing a blueprint to create new models. According to specific targets, researchers can develop many more specific models on the basis of the sensitivity model. It must be point out that the sensitivity model needs to cooperate with other quantitative simulation model to address successfully real鄄world problems. Ideally, the modelers can start using the sensitivity model for better understanding of the system, and then establish a more accurate simulation model to improve the quality of the modeling work. In any case, the ultimate purpose of modeling work should be to improve people忆s understanding of urban ecosystems, and ultimately to support the urban management practices. Table 1摇 The four鄄level hierarchy of cybernetic characteristics in the sensitivity model 
